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How to Get Started

There are 2 ways to learn how to best use this program:

1) Jump Straight In and figure it out as you go.

2) Take the 90 day Step-by-Step Guided Journey.

Whichever you prefer is fine!

On the next page you’ll find a short letter from Christopher. 

Read that and then you can decide whether you want to jump 
straight in and get started straight away, or whether you prefer to 
read through the rest of this guide and take the  hand help option 
instead.

Have Fun :) 
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From the Desk of Christopher Adams: 

Welcome to the Self Love System.

There are lots of tools in this system, and plenty I could explain before you start 
using them, but the easiest and best way is for you to just Jump Straight In!

So read this letter and then do just that before delving deeper. 

The audio tracks are the main part of the program, and everything else is 
designed to support you in using them more effectively.

To get started, the first 5 tracks to listen to are…

1)  Comfort Zone 
2) Beliefs
3) Inner Guide
4) Be As You Are
5) Relaxation

If you can do this in the first week (or two at the most) you’ll be well on your way. 

After that…

Experiment and play around. Different tracks have different uses and the best 
way to learn what they are is by trying them out. So here’s my top tips...

1) Keep an awareness journal and write down what comes up for you after 
listening to any track. And also use this as a “brain dump” place for general 
stuff that comes into your awareness about you, your life and your goals.

2) Keep going back to the Mental Strength Pack and make that your ‘base 
camp’ so to speak. Every 3rd of 4th track you listen to make it from this 
pack, particularly the Inner Guide and Beliefs tracks.

3) Be Flexible. Let everything else naturally flow from these tracks depending 
on your goals and / or what is arising for you in the moment as you progress. 
Allow the program to be flexible and responsive to you, that way you allow 
yourself the chance to really listen to and honour your own needs, which is 
what ‘Self Love’ is all about.

4) Read the guides for advice. On the following pages there are a few notes 
relating to various different types of goals that you might set. Later in this 
guide, you can find out more about each track as well as the transformation 
tasks that we recommend you do.
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5) Start First, Read Later! My biggest advice is, first of all, just jump in and get 
started by listening to a track or even two and then read more.

6) Set a 90 Day Challenge Once you’ve got into the swing of using the 
tracks a bit the best way to use them most effectively is to follow a 90 day 
transformation challenge. You can find everything you need to set up your 
own 90 day challenge in the members’ area under the 90 day challenge 
section.

7) Use the Guided Journey. To make things even easier, we’ve created a step-
by-step guided 90 day challenge that will tell you exactly what to do and 
when throughout the whole 90 days. That way, if you prefer, for your first 
90 days, you can be handheld through the process. 

8) JUMP STRAIGHT IN! Before you try any of that… Jump right into the meat of 
it! Commit this week to listen to the Comfort Zone, Beliefs and Inner Guide 
tracks at the least.

Then from there, either 

A) listen to the Be As You Are track and the Relaxation track and get stuck in 
finding your own way for a bit.

  
B) Read the rest of this guide and/ or follow the 90 day Guided Journey 

Whichever you prefer. Either way - Just Get Started!

Have Fun and Enjoy Your Self

Christopher
Christopher Adams (CHt.)
Founder of Simply Body Love

P.S. If you need anything we’re here to help, and you can always check out the support 
section in the members area or get in touch at support@simplybodylove.com 

mailto:support@simplybodylove.com
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Getting Started - Quickly

Welcome to the Self Love Weight Loss System. In this handbook you’ll find 
everything you need to get started straight away. 

In the first few pages you’ll find what you need to do to just get on with it. And 
in the back pages you’ll find more info, explanations and FAQs that the more 
eager among you might want to skip.

First and foremost, although it’s called the Self Love Weight Loss System this 
progam can be used for much more than just weight loss. 

 
Who is this program for? 

Anyone that wants to: 
 
● Lose Weight, 
● Lose Fat, 
● Gain Muscle, 
● Improve Your Physical Performance, 
● Become More Body or Self Aware, 
● Create a More Loving Relationship with your Body, 
● Change Your Relationship with Food, 
● Enjoy Exercise More, 
● Look After Your Body Even Better.
● Stop Smoking or Other Drugs.
 

Which means there are different variations of how to use this program 
depending on your goals. 

So on the next page you can pick your goals to find the right guidance 
for you to get started with. 

If you want more information, then feel free to read the rest of the 
guide, and if you want to just jump in and get started, then pick your 
guide and get going! 
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Select Your Goals

 
Pick one of the below:

Weight Loss … Go to Page 8 

This is for you if you consider yourself to be overweight and want to lose a 
significant amount of weight.

Fat Loss … Go to Page 9  

This is for anyone that wants to get rid of a bit of extra belly fat, wants to get to 
see their six-pack, body-builders pre-competition, essentially you’re happy with 
your muscle and general size, it’s just the fat you want to shed.

Muscle Gain … Go to Page 10 

If you’re looking to bulk up, whether you’ve always been skinny and can’t seem 
to add the mass, or whether you’re a pro-athlete or body-builder who wants to 
bulk up for the season ahead, this is for you. 

Peak Performance … Go to Page 11  

Athletes that want to get themselves to perform at their very best, or people 
that are looking to achieve a specific physical goal, whether that’s running faster, 
doing the splits or even getting the best results in your exams or at work. If you 
want to perform at your peak, this is the route for you.

General Maintenance … Go to Page 12  

It’s fine if you just want a bit of everything. Sometimes that’s exactly where we 
are and a bit of all round self love and self improvement is just what the doctor 
ordered. If you thought “yes” to all or most of the above, then this is probably 
the way for you.

I prefer to do it my own way … Go to Page 13

If this is you then you probably haven’t even read this far and have just jumped 
straight in, but incase you haven’t then we’ve got some guidance for you too, 
just pick that as your goal as you move on to the next page. 
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Quick Start Tools

 90 Day Challenge

The 90 Day Challenge consists of 11 videos that will help you to set up a 
90 Day Challenge.

The main purpose of this is to get you to set clear goals, get clarity on 
what it’s going to take to achieve those goals, and get you to start taking 
action towards them.

There is also a Workbook that goes along with the videos and a daily 
Success Journal for you to use to track your progress and hold yourself 
accountable. 

 Audio Tracks

The audio tracks are designed to help you to delve into what’s 
holding you back from taking the step up to the next level, 
whatever that might be for you. 

Listening to these regularly is the main crux of this program

Knowing which track to listen to when can take some experience 
so to help you get used to them we have created a guided 
journey for you to use for your first 90 days.

Transformation Tasks

The tasks are a practical application of the tracks and can help 
to reinforce changes in a different way. Using a combination of 
the tracks and tasks together will get the best results.
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Weight Loss Journey (Novice)

If you’re picking this option then you have a significant amount of weight to lose, 
probably at least 10-20 kgs (20-45lbs) or so depending on your height. 

This means this is more than likely not a new issue for you. Trying to do something 
about it might be new for you, but the excess weight has been there for a while. 

How do we know? 

Because mass weight gain doesn’t happen overnight. And neither does massive 
weight loss! And we don’t want it to either. 

The same way that massive weight gain and obesity occur (normally) as a result 
of continued unhealthy diet and an inactive lifestyle, the healthiest and most 
sustainable way for massive weight loss to occur is as a results of continued 
healthy diet and an active lifestyle.

The biggest thing for you to focus on is your relationship with food and your 
relationship with your body and self in general.

Following the guided journey as it stands is the recommendation here for your 
first 90 days. After that you will have a good idea of how to use the tracks and 
tasks well enough to tailor the next 90 days and beyond for yourself. 

When you do however, the recommendation is to have your main focus around 
the “Mental Strength” and “Food Relationship” packs. Use these as your go to 
options and let them fill the bulk of your choices. 

This also applies if you are doing the Weekly journey and want to add in extra 
tracks or days. Go for the Mental Strength pack and the Food Relationship pack, 
as well as the “Be As You Are” track from the Inner Calm pack.

Now see the Guided Journey overview on page 14.
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Fat Loss Journey Quick Tips

Fat loss can mean lots of different things from wanting to get rid of your beer belly, 
to cutting down to competition shape and losing that last 0.5% body fat. 

The principle however is exactly the same here. It’s nearly all about your diet (and 
a little bit about your exercise). 

So if this is your journey, then you’ll want the biggest focus of your attention to be 
based around the Mental Strength pack with secondary focus around the Food 
Relationship and Fitness Accelerator pack. 

While your diet is important, for most people that get to the stage of Fat Loss as 
their goal, on the whole your diet should be pretty good. It comes down to the 
Mental Edge around what it means to you to stick totally to what you have set out. 

Interestingly too, the Mental Strength tracks and Food Relationship tracks can get 
you to evaluate WHY you want to lose the extra fat and reach your goals. It’s not 
uncommon for people to realise that there goals were created out of a sense of lack 
or a feeling of not being good enough, and part way through the program to want 
to change their goals. If this occurs for you that’s perfectly ok, and an important 
part of this process is allowing yourself the opportunity to not need for things to be 
different and to be able to accept and love yourself as you are. 

That’s very different from not achieving your goals because it’s too difficult to stick 
to your plan. So be vigilant as you go through the journey and listen to the Inner 
Guide track regularly to ensure that you’re being honest and clear with yourself.

The Be As You Are track is also a useful tool in this journey, as very often not sticking 
to a diet, is a results of needing to change something because we are unwilling to 
accept things (and ourselves) as they are.

Going through the guided journey is perfectly fine for a Fat Loss journey. You 
may however want to substitute the bonus tracks with Mental Strength or Food 
Relationship tracks. 

Regular cardiovascular exercise is going to be vital to achieving your goals, so it’s 
worth ensuring that you set your exercise rules well from the start and check them 
each week to see if and how they need to be adjusted. 

Lastly, sleep and rest is important too, so use the Sleep and Relaxation tracks to 
help increase your quality of recovery, and set yourself the “Get to Bed Early” Task 
at least once a fortnight to keep your sleep schedule on point.

Now see the Guided Journey overview on page 14.
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Muscle Gain Journey 

Read the advice for the Fat Loss journey! 

It’s basically the exact same thing. The only real difference is the diet you follow 
and the exercises you do, but the principles are exactly the same. 

The only difference is that depending on the type of bulking you want to do, 
you might not have to be so fussy on elimination of foods, but rather just ensure 
that you are getting in enough of them.

Similarly to Fat Loss, Muscle Gain journeys can bring up the question of WHY 
you want to change your body shape. Again there’s nothing wrong with doing 
so, and if it’s all coming from a place of self love then that’s great, but from time 
to time people have been known to realise that they reason they committed to 
these goals came from a place of lack of self worth, and when that self worth 
increases they no longer have such a need to increase their size. 

Adding muscle can be a bit like adding fat in this regard since it can sometimes 
be done at an unconscious level to literally create a layer of protection around 
you. If this is the case you might well be better served by seeing what parts of 
you need protecting and from what, and focus on giving yourself the mental 
and emotional resources to do just that. 

That’s not to say you can still build the body you want. Just ensure that you give 
yourself the freedom to discover what you really want and change direction if 
you find you’re on the wrong path.

But remember, that’s NOT the same as not doing it because it’s tough. Breaking 
through your own mental barriers can sometimes be all that’s stopping you 
from taking things up to the next level. 

So use the Mental Strength Pack as your core focus, with the Fitness Accelerator 
and Food Relationship packs as your secondary choices.

Now see the Guided Journey overview on page 14.
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Peak Performance Journey 

When it comes to improving your performance it’s nearly all about your mindset.

If you use the guided journey then you may well want to replace the bonus 
tracks and tasks with tracks from the Mental Strength pack and the Inner Calm 
pack. 

Looking at your beliefs is huge when it comes to performance as they underpin 
the potential you tap into. Becoming aware of your limiting beliefs and challenging 
them is going to be the crux of what your journey will be about. 

Interestingly you may find the Temptation track useful for letting go of temptations 
to act in unbeneficial ways when you are performing and combining this with 
the Be As You Are track.

Whenever you’re stuck go back to the Inner Guide track. 

And ensure that you are rested well by using the Sleep and Relaxation tracks 
regularly too. 

Of all the goal specific journeys, this one is the one that lends most of all to 
bespoke use of the system, reacting to what arises for you, so even if you’re 
using the guided journey on page 14, don’t be afraid to come of the path and 
make a choice that’s right for you as you go through. 

The track explanations later in this guide will help you to know what track to use 
when, and once you’ve used them a couple of times you’ll have a pretty good 
idea anyways.

And remember, if in doubt, revert to the Mental Strength pack. 

Now see the Guided Journey overview on page 14.
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General Maintenance Journey

This is a bit of everything. Like most of the journeys the go to pack is always the 
Mental Strength pack, in particular the Inner Guide and Beliefs track. 

Ideally you’ll want to tailor this around what you need specifically, but there’s 
nothing wrong with following the guided journey on page 14 just as it is at first 
to get used to the program. 

If you like you can use the bonus tracks as your chance to experiment with 
what you think is best for you and do the mainstream tracks to keep you on the 
guided journey at the same time.

The most important thing is to begin to learn to trust yourself, so the sooner you can 
develop that the better, but don’t be afraid to stick to the beaten path for at first.  
 
Just remember you’ve got the rest of your life to use this system in your own 
way, so there is no rush.

Now see the Guided Journey overview on page 14.
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“I Prefer My Own Way” Journey 

Cool. 

Go for it! 

And know that you can always come back to this guide at a later stage if you 
need or want to.

No need to see the Guided Journey overview on page 14 just get on with it.
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Guided Journey Overview

The guided journey is designed to handhold you through the process so that 
you get to learn how the program works the first time you use it.

There are 2 versions of the guided journey depending on how much time you 
want to commit to the program. 

Once a week is the minimum commitment and twice a day is the maximum 
commitment.

Pick which of these is most suitable for you. 

On the next 2 pages you will find the timetable overview for each of these two 
guided journeys. 

There is also a separate Step-by-Step Guide PDF for each of these journeys.

Daily:

With the daily option you will have something to do between twice a day and 
once every other day, depending on the intensity you choose.

 ...Go to page 16

Weekly:

With the weekly option you will have something to do between 1 and 3 times a 
week depending on the intensity you choose.    

 ...Go to page 18
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Guided Journey Quick Tips

When you take the guided journey, you can use the journey plan outlined on the 
next few pages to guide you through what to do each day. 

Whether you choose the daily or the weekly option, the first 6 days of your 
90 day journey is used as a planning and preparation day. After that you have 
exactly 12 weeks left.

The Program consists of Preparation Videos, Transformation Audio Tracks and 
Transformation Tasks. 

Each day in your journey guide you have either video(s), track or task to do.

Videos:

During the prep week you will find that there are a number of introduction 
videos which you’ll find in the “90 Day Challenge” section of the members area. 
These will guide you through setting up a 90 day challenge. If you’re more 
experienced you’ll notice these have been missed out. 

Tracks:

All of the tracks can be found in the members area in different packs. A list of all 
the tracks and which pack they can be found in is on page 40.

Tasks:

A list of all the tasks that are laid out as part of the journey. You can find a full 
explanation of each task on page 30.
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Daily Guided Journey  (Every day or other day)

On the next page you will find the overview for the Daily Guided Journey.There 
are 3 Paths available within the “Daily” Journey:  

1) Just the Basics: If you want to do the bare minimum you can 
● Ignore the tasks
● Skip the challenge videos  - (still fill out the Playbook)
● Listen to the audio tracks (one every other day)

2)  The Mainstream: If you want to do the journey as it was actually devised then:
● Watch the Challenge Videos (11 in first 2 weeks)
● Listen to the Audio Tracks (one every other day)
● Do the Tasks (one every other day)

3)  Superstar Stylee: If you want to do something everyday
 (which many people do!), then:

● Do all the above (Videos, Tracks & Tasks)
● Complete the bonus section each day.

Whichever you pick is absolutely fine. You can also always do a little bit more 
if you feel inspired from time to time or a little bit less if occasionally you’re 
struggling to keep up.

And it’s okay to switch from one path to another part way through your journey!

N.B. You can find the full instructions in the Step-by-Step Guide for this journey.
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Daily Guided Journey Overview

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4  Day 5 Day 6

Track Introduction What is Hypnosis How it Works

Video Introduction Where You Are Goal Setting Creating A Plan Setting The Rules Beliefs

Task Download Playbook Starting Position Set Goals Create Plan Set Rules List Beliefs

Bonus: Comfort Zone Inner Guide Resolution Booster Food Relationship Make it Public Beliefs
Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 Day 11 Day 12 Day 13

Track Relaxation Hypno-Play Be As You Are Sleep

Video Week 1 Video Comfort Zone Daily Assessment Internal Resistance Accountablilty Keys to Success

Task Set Weekly Goals Start I Love Me List Awareness Journal Build Your Team Get To Bed Earlier

Bonus: Step it Up Body Relationship Exercise Temptation Spread the Love Sexual Attraction

Day 14 Day 15 Day 16 Day 17 Day 18 Day 19 Day 20

Track Resolution Booster Beliefs Comfort Zone Inner Guide

Task Set Weekly Goals Nature Walk Pamper Yourself Stretch Yourself

Bonus: Step it Up Inner Change Act as If Relaxation Facebook Group Ideal Body Give Joyfully

Day 21 Day 22 Day 23 Day 24 Day 25 Day 26 Day 27

Track Be As You Are Inner Change Beliefs

Task Set Weekly Goals Awareness Journal Give Joyfully Dance Playfuly

Bonus: Step it Up I Love Them Inner Guide Nature Walk Exercise Stop Sexual Attraction

Day 28 Day 29 Day 30 Day 31 Day 32 Day 33 Day 34

Track Inner Guide Relaxation or Sleep Body Relationship Be As You Are

Task Set Weekly Goals Nature Walk Get To Bed Earlier Pamper Yourself

Bonus: Step it Up Inner Guide Build Your Team You Pick! Gratitude List Inner Change Stretch Yourself

Day 35 Day 36 Day 37 Day 38 Day 39 Day 40 Day 41

Track Beliefs Relaxation or Sleep Comfort Zone

Task Set Weekly Goals Give Joyfully Awareness Journal Stretch Yourself

Bonus: Step it Up Stop Hypno-Play Dance Playfully Inner Guide Pamper Yourself Inner Change

Day 42 Day 43 Day 44 Day 45 Day 46 Day 47 Day 48

Track Exercise Food Relationship Inner Guide Food Temptation

Task Set Weekly Goals Nature Walk Create Diet Rules Pamper Yourself

Bonus: Step it Up Ideal Body Dance Playfully Body Relationship Stretch Yourself Sleep Act as If

Day 49 Day 50 Day 51 Day 52 Day 53 Day 54 Day 55

Track Resolution Booster Relaxation or Sleep Food Relationship

Task Set Weekly Goals Awareness Journal Get to Bed Earlier Create Diet Rules

Bonus: Step it Up Create Rules Beliefs Stop Nature Walk Give Joyfully Be As You Are

Day 56 Day 57 Day 58 Day 59  Day 60 Day 61 Day 62

Track Beliefs Inner Guide Body Relationship Sexual Attraction

Task Set Weekly Goals Nature Walk Give Joyfully Dance Playfully

Bonus: Step it Up Core Strength Beliefs Inner Change Awareness Journal Exercise Build Your Team

Day 63 Day 64 Day 65 Day 66 Day 67 Day 68 Day 69

Track Food Relationship Be As You Are Exercise

Task Set Weekly Goals Pamper Yourself Awareness Journal Create Exericse Rules

Bonus: Step it Up Nature Walk Ideal Body I Love Me List Hypno-Play Stop Sleep

Prep Week

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

Week 12

Day 70 Day 71 Day 72 Day 73 Day 74 Day 75 Day 76

Track Inner Guide Beliefs Food Relationship Exercise

Task Set Weekly Goals Nature Walk Dance Playfully Create Diet Rules

Bonus: Step it Up Sexual Attraction Act as If Comfort Zone Create Your Own Temptation Stretch Yourself

Day 77 Day 78 Day 79 Day 80 Day 81 Day 82 Day 83

Track Relaxation or Sleep Ideal Body Be As You Are

Task Set Weekly Goals Get To Bed Earlier Dance Playfuly Pamper Yourself

Bonus: Step it Up Give Joyfully Inner Guide Stop Beliefs Create Your Own Inner Change

Day 84 Day 85 Day 86 Day 87 Day 88 Day 89 Day 90

Track Core Strength Beliefs Core Strength Comfort Zone

Task Set Weekly Goals Nature Walk Awareness Journal Give Joyfully Stretch Yourself

Bonus: Step it Up Exercise Pick Your Next Step Inner Guide Build Your Team Be As You Are Get in Touch
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Weekly Guided Journey (1, 2 or 3 times per week)

On the next page you will find the overview for the Weekly Guided Journey.
There are 3 Paths available within the “Weekly” Journey:  

1) Just the Basics: If you want to do the bare minimum you can:
● Ignore the tasks
● Skip the challenge videos  - (still fill out the Playbook)
● Listen to the first 1 or 2 audio tracks each week

2) The Mainstream: If you want to do the journey as it was actually devised then:
● Watch the Challenge Videos (11 in first 2 weeks )
● Listen to the Audio Tracks (the first 2 each week)
● Do the Tasks (the first 2 each week)

3) Superstar Stylee: If you want to do something everyday
 (which many people do!), then:
● Do all the above (Videos, Tracks & Tasks)
● Add in the 3rd track and task each week.

Whichever you pick is absolutely fine. You can also always do a little bit more 
if you feel inspired from time to time or a little bit less if occasionally you’re 
struggling to keep up.

And it’s okay to switch from one path to another part way through your journey!

N.B. You can find the full instructions in the Step-by-Step Guide for this journey.
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Weekly Guided Journey (1, 2 or 3 times a week)

Prep Week Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4  Day 5 Day 6

Track Introduction What is Hypnosis How it Works

Video Introduction Where You Are Goal Setting Creating A Plan Setting The Rules Beliefs

Task Download Playbook Starting Position Set Goals Create Plan Set Rules List Beliefs
Week 1 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Relaxation Be As You Are Sexual Attraction

Video Comfort Zone Internal Resistance Keys to Success

Daily Assessment Accountablilty Set Weekly Goals

Task Start I Love Me List Awareness Journal Build Your Team

Week 2 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Resolution Booster Comfort Zone Hypno-Play

Video

Task Nature Walk Stretch Yourself Set Weekly Goals

Week 3 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Inner Change Beliefs Sleep

Video 

Task Awareness Journal Give Joyfully Set Weekly Goals

Week 4 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Inner Guide Body Relationship Free Choice

Video

Task Get To Bed Earlier Pamper Yourself Set Weekly Goals

Week 5 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Beliefs Relaxation or Sleep Be As You Are

Video

Task Give Joyfully Awareness Journal Set Weekly Goals

Week 6 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Exercise Temptation Inner Guide

Video

Task Dance Playfully Create Diet Rules Set Weekly Goals

Week 7 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Relaxation or Sleep Food Relationship Beliefs

Video

Task Awareness Journal Create Diet Rules Set Weekly Goals

Week 8 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Inner Guide Body Relationship Free Choice

Video

Task Nature Walk Dance Playfully Set Weekly Goals

Week 9 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Food Relationship Be As You Are Temptation

Video

Task Create Diet Rules Awareness Journal Set Weekly Goals

Week 10 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Beliefs Exercise Sleep

Video

Task Dance Playfully Create Exericse Rules Set Weekly Goals

Week 11 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day

Track Ideal Body Be As You Are Free Choice

Video

Task Get To Bed Earlier Pamper Yourself Set Weekly Goals

Week 12 Day 1 Day 2 Bonus Day Final Day 

Track Core Strength Beliefs Sign Up for Webinar Comfort Zone

Video Next Steps Enroll Others Finishing Position

Task Nature Walk Awareness Journal Video Testimonial Stretch Yourself


